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The Prime Number Theorem is proved using only properties of the Dirichlet 
series Czsl n+ in its half plane of convergence, and simple facts of harmonic 
analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This note contains a proof of the Prime Number Theorem, 
7T(n) = c 1 N-J!-, 
%n log n 
which uses only properties of the Dirichlet series 
in its half-plane of convergence Re(s) > 1, and simple facts of harmonic 
analysis. No use is made of the existence of an analytic or even continuous 
function extending CzX1 II+ to the pair of vertical half-lines Re(s) = 1, 
Im(s) # 0, nor of any Tauberian theorem (cf. Titchmarsh [1] for a 
standard proof). 
2. FULL STATEMENT OF RESULT 
Recall that R(n) = logp if n is a prime p or a power of p, and A(n) = 0 
otherwise. One form of the Prime Number Theorem reads 
We shall actually obtain the following stronger result. 
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THEOREM. Cl, A(n) = N + O(N(log N)“-li4), for euery 8 > 0. 
For Re(s) > 1, set 
f(s) = f (1 - A(n)) n-8; 
VI=1 
-cE14n) r8 is the logarithmic derivative of Cl, P in Re(s) > 1. 
The properties of cf, n-+ in the open right half-plane Re(s) > 1 that 
will be used are the following. There is a positive constant D such that 
I‘ if(l + E + it)] 1 1 + it /-pdt < D, (2.1) 
and 
s 1 f’(1 + e + it)\ 1 1 + it I--?, dt < D, (2.2) 
for all p, 1 < p < 2, uniformly in E; here and elsewhere,E is an arbitrary 
positive real number; and an integration, without limits of integration 
indicated, is taken to mean integration over the entire real line R. 
The two inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) are consequences of these facts; 
there is a positive real number to such thatf(1 + E + it) andf’(1 + E + if) 
are bounded when 1 t 1 < t,, , uniformly in E; and 
and 
f(1 + E + it) = O(log9 t), 
f’(1 + 6 + it) = O(log 1st) 
for I t / > t, , uniformly in E. These are stated, or directly implied by 
what is stated, in Titchmarsh [l, pp. 42-441, and their proofs depend 
primarily on the Euler summation formula and the inequality 
(~ln--I-r)9/~ln-‘-(-‘“(1/~ln-“-eit/ > 1. 
In addition we shall need the inequality 
for 12 > 1. 
The rest of this note is devoted to the proof of the theorem above. 
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3. A FAMILY OF MEASURES A~SXIATED WITH f 
For each E form the following complex-valued measure on R: 
p< = 2 (1 - /l(n)) n-l-c8 
logn ; 
n=1 
6, is the Dirac delta measure in R supported by c. The pe have totally 
finite total variation: (j p.E [I = C,“=, [ 1 - n(n)1 K-~-~. Moreover, 
f(l + E + it) = J e-itx dp,(x), (3.1) 
and 
g1 (1 - /l(n)) I2-E = JlogN e” d/.$(x)* 
0 
(3.2) 
Our objective is to show that 
il 
log N e” d&(X) / = O(N(log N)“-l/J), 
0 
uniformly in E. To do this we shall use a partition of unity on the interval 
P, 1% w. 
4. A PARTITION OF UNITY ON [0, log N] 
Let M be a positive integer, which will be specified later, and set 
b = M-l log N. Let k be an integer, 0 < k < hf. Define gk: R -+ R by 
gk(x) = 1 - b-l / kb - x I for (k - 1)b < x < (k + l)b, and g&c) = 0 
for values of x elsewhere on R. For x between (k - 1)b and (k + 1)b 
the graph of gk rises in a straight line from ((k - l)b, 0) to (kb, l), and 
descends in a straight line from (kb, 1) to ((k + I)b, 0). Then, 
s 
log N ex 444 = f 1 gk(x)@ 4.44 - Co go(x)ex &(x) (4.1) 
0 k=O ‘-b 
s 
(Mil)b 
- h4We” 4-44. 
Mb 
5. APPLICATION OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
AND THE FUBINI THEOREM 
The (unnormalized) Fourier transform of gk(x) ex is everywhere equal to 
t ++ ~-leU+itKk--l)b 
(e 
(l+it)b - 1)yl + 2)-Z. 
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Therefore, as gk(x) e5 is a continuous, absolutely integrable function of 
bounded variation, differentiable except at finitely many points, it is 
everywhere equal to the (inverse) Fourier transform of its Fourier 
transform above: 
g,(x)@ = (24-l j b- le(l+it)(k-l)b(e(l+2t)~ _ ])2(1 + it)-2 e-it5 &, 
for all x in R (cf. Tit&marsh 12, p. 421). 
Because 
CW1 jj I b- le(l+it)(k-l)*(e(l+lt)l, _ ])2(1 + it)-2 e-it% 1 dtd / pLE j (x> 
< (2nb)-l jj efk-lJb(eb + 1)” I 1 + it lw2 dtd I p, I (x) 
< (2rb)-l etk-l)*(eb + 1)” jl ,uE II s I 1 + it lm2 dt, 
which is finite, Fubini’s Theorem and (3.1) give 
I gdx)e” 444 
= (2nb)-l j e(l+tt)(k-l)*(e(l+tt)* _ 1)2(1 + it)-Sf(l + E + it)&. 
Therefore, from (4.1) 
s 
log N 
e” 4.44 
0 
= (2&)-l j (ypiit _ e-(l+it)b)(e(l+lt)b 
s 
0 
- 
go(x)@ 4-b) 
-b 
s LU+l)b - g&P 4-44 Mb 
The term (5.2) is equal to - 1. 
We now set b = (log N)“f4-s/4, so M = 
- l)f(l + e + it)(l + it)-2dt 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(log N)‘“/4-P/4. 
6. ESTIMATION OF (5.3) 
The term (5.3) equals 
N<;Ncb hf(l% 4 41 - 44) n-l-‘. 
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This is in absolute value less than or equal to 
c j 1 - A(n)1 n-c < c log n 
NGn<Nea N<n<Ne” 
< N(log(Neb))(eb - I + N-l). 
Using the value assigned to b in Section 5, the last expression is, for large N, 
less than or equal to 
N(log(Neb))(2(log N)Pl*+* + N-l). 
This is O(N(log N)+l/*) uniformly in E, where we put 6 = (p - 1)/4. 
7. ESTIMATION OF (5.1) 
The term (5.1) is equal to 
N&+)-l 1 Nit(e’l+it’b _ 1) f(1 + E + it)(l + zI)-~ dt (7.1) 
-(27rb)-l/ e- (l+it)b(e(l+it)b - l)f(l + E + it)(l + it)-2 dt. (7.2) 
The term (7.2) is by (2.1) equal to O((log N)6/4-“/4), uniformly in E. 
To estimate (7.1), we begin by integrating it by parts to get 
- N(2xb log N)-l J‘ Nit(e w+it)b - l)f’(l + E + it)(l + it)-2 dt 
(7.3) 
- N(27r log N)-l j Nite(l+itlbf( 1 + E + it)( 1 + il)-2 dt (7.4) 
+N(nb log N)-l J Nit(eclfitjb - l)f(l + E + it)(l + it)-3 dt. 
(7.5) 
The term (7.4) is O(N(log N)“-I/*), uniformly in E, by (2.1). 
Now take N large. Let T = (log N)liz, so b = Tp/2--3. To estimate (7.3), 
we partition the path of integration R into three subintervals, (- co, - T], 
(-T, T), [T, + co), and treat the integrations of the integrand in (7.3) 
over these intervals separately. 
The parts of (7.3) corresponding to the integrations over (- co, -T] 
and [r, + co) are, for N large, each bounded in absolute value by 
N(~T~T~/~-~T~)-~ I 3Tpe2 / .f’(l + c + it)! / 1 + it j--P dt 
< 3(2~r)-l ND(log N)P/4-1/2, 
which is O(N(log N)6-1/4) uniformly in E. 
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The part of (7.3) corresponding to the integration over (-T, T) is 
bounded in absolute value by 
(24-l N(log N)1/2-pQzU& J e(l+it)b - 1 ) 
X s I f’(l + E + it)/ I 1 + it 1-z dt. 
Because for N large and -T d t < T we have I efl+ltJb - 1 1 < 2Tb = 
2(log N)pi4-l, and because of (2.2), the term above is less than or equal to 
N(277)-l D(log N)1/2-“/4 2(log N)P/4-1 = N+D(log N)-1/2 
= O(N(log N)-j4) 
uniformly in E. 
The term (7.5) is shown to be O(N(log N)6-114) uniformly in e, by a 
similar argument. 
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